K-6 Webinar - Panel Discussion
Welcome - Session 2 (Best Practices)

- Structuring a digital classroom
- Navigation and usability for better user experience
- The role of parents and how to get them involved
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Questions?
And finally...... We’re NESA ACCREDITED!

Course agendas meet AITSL standards that address Standard 5: assess, provide feedback and report on student learning. Instructure Australia PTY LTD is endorsed to provide the NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA)

Topics:

• Assessing Student Learning with Canvas: Assignments and Rubrics
• Giving Feedback with Canvas: Speedgrader & Gradebook
• Assessing Student Learning with Canvas: Formative Assessment with Quizzes
• Assessing Student Learning with Canvas: Summative Assessment with Quizzes
• Understanding & Interpreting Student Data in Canvas: Data & Analytics
• Holiday or After School program

Find out more by:
• Using your mobile device camera on the QR above
• Click HERE